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PolarPro Directors Kit 9 Filters for DJI Mavic 3
Create even more stunning aerial photos and videos. The kit includes 9 dedicated PolarPro brand filters for the DJI Mavic 3 - VND 2-5,
VND 6-9, Mist [1/4], BlueMorphic, GoldMorphic, CP, ND8/PL, ND16/PL and ND32/PL. They are made of high-grade German CinemaSeries
Glass, which ensures color neutrality and low refractive index. The aluminum AirFrame 4.0 is extremely durable, yet lightweight - it will
not affect the flight quality of your drone in any way. The filters come in a practical box for easy transport and storage.
 
Take your best shots
With the help of the filters included in the set, you can easily take the perfect shot. The VND filters allow you to reduce the shutter speed
and give you control over the light even in extremely bright environments. The Mist filter with a 1/4 diffusion level ensures superb color
and  contrast  reproduction  and  allows  you  to  give  your  images  a  cinematic  feel  without  losing  sharpness.  With  the  CP  filter,  you  can
capture vivid,  deep colors  and eliminate flare,  haze and reflections.  With the GoldMorphic  filter  you'll  get  golden flashes and with the
BlueMorphic filter you'll get blue flashes. This is a fantastic solution if you want to avoid the decompression in post-production that would
be necessary when using anamorphic lenses. ND/PL filters allow you to reduce reflections, increase light transmission, shorten shutter
speeds and create interesting blur effects. They provide clear, detailed images with vivid colors.
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PolarPro
Model
MVC3-DRCT-CLLTN
Type of filters
VND 2-5, VND 6-9, Mist [1/4], BlueMorphic, GoldMorphic, CP, ND8/PL, ND16/PL, ND32/PL
Compatibility
DJI Mavic 3

Price:

Before: € 418.9995

Now: € 377.00
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